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ADAPTATION
INSTEAD
OF
DEFENSIVENESS
A F T E R Y E A R S O F C O N T I N U O US G R O W T H , W E A R E H E A D I N G T O T U R N D O W N O F
E C O N O M I C D E V E L O P M E N T. I N S E C U R I T Y IS S P R E A D I N G.

A tur nar ound in inter es t r ates , geop olitic al c onflic t s , the unpr edic t abilit y of Tr ump‘s
for eign p olic y and the tr ade w ar agains t C hina , B r exit and the s tr eng thening of nationa lism in many c ountr ies ar e slowing dow n gr ow th . Is a r ec ession imminent in G er many ?

In addition to these external conditions,
companies are also plagued by internal concerns. In recent years, massive investments
have been necessary, above all in strategic
digitization projects, smart technologies
and initiatives to improve operational excellence. These have often not yet developed
their rationalisation and growth impulses.
The same applies to the transformation of
organizational structures according to agile
and lean principles.
In view of this supposedly imminent danger,

the question of preparatory measures is obvious. But that’s exactly the problem. For it
is not the crisis that must be feared, but the
uncertainty that precedes it. By paralyzing
companies, blocking critical investments
and slowing initiatives - all at a time when
customer demands, global competition and
innovation cycles are accelerating.
Instead of prevention, the following section therefore deals with adaptation, i.e.
the ability to adapt - especially one’s own
cost structures - to the changed framework

conditions. The situation today differs significantly from similar phases in the past
in two respects: firstly, by the rapid pace at
which industrial markets are changing today in view of technological leaps and the
new business models based on them. On
the other hand, because many of the classic
cost-cutting levers, such as purchasing or
automation, have already been fully exploited or are working too slowly due to constant
optimization. In addition, in the age of a notorious shortage of skilled workers, personnel savings are hardly an option.

HIGH SPEED ADAPTATION

simulating the manufacturing process in a ment with continuous controlling up to the
predictive analysis model, potentials can be management level ensures maximum cost
identified and improvements initiated both transparency.
in manufacturing and in value stream management. In this way, we create a Quality
In this situation, new methods for rapid Cost Cut that significantly reduces the reject MAINTENANCE
EXCELLENCE PROGRAM
adaptation to volatile market conditions are rate and effectively lowers quality costs.
needed. The High Speed Adaptation ROI
If maintenance costs and OEE values differ
program is designed to address these issues
significantly between individual plants, a
and deliver fast acting approaches that can OPEX FAST RAMP-UP
comprehensive analysis and evaluation of
effectively reduce manufacturing, logistics
If individual locations or the entire plant all relevant maintenance elements ensures
and indirect costs:
network are in a state of disrepair, compa- clarity. ROI Maintenance Excellence (RME)
nies must quickly take measures to reduce is a structured and standardized program
ZERO-BASED ORGANIZATION
costs in direct and indirect areas. The ROI for the rapid and holistic evaluation of a
OPEX Fast Ramp-Up approach delivers a company’s maintenance organization and
Organizations whose structures have grown structured implementation roadmap that the systematic identification of all existing
over the years usually have three charac- can be used to systematically identify and savings potentials. After just a few weeks,
teristics in common: they are complex, evaluate cost reduction potential within just RME creates the basis for optimal implenon-uniform and therefore inefficient. Un- eight weeks. Using a combination of various mentation planning and a transparent presfortunately, there are no model solutions to standardized assessment tools, we identify entation of project progress. The results are
overcome these deficits. Often only a radical cost drivers and optimization levers across a noticeable increase in OEE and a signifinew start can help to align the indirect are- all value creation activities, determine their cant reduction in maintenance costs.
as leanly and cost-efficiently. Using the ze- economic potential and derive suitable
ro-based organization approach, ROI works measures to realize this efficiently. This enwith his customers in just 9 weeks to devel- ables us to achieve savings potentials of up VALUE & COST ENGINEERING
op a roadmap for resizing their locations to 20 % across the entire plant network.
Not letting costs arise at all is more effecthat optimally supports their value-adding
tive than reducing costs. With Value & Cost
processes. This allows up to 40% of the conEngineering, ROI offers a program for the
trollable indirect costs to be reduced. Global INVENTORY COST PROGRAM
immediate activation of cost reduction polocations are consolidated, the Global FootMany companies need to improve their agil- tentials through fast-acting optimization
print becomes more efficient.
ity and cost structure in order to effectively levers. Manufacturing costs are effectively
counter increasing competitive pressure. reduced, time-to-market is shortened and
I40 INSTANT PAYBACK
One lever is the identification of intranspa- change costs in the product development
rent costs and processes in the supply chain. process are avoided. Through a mix of IT
Quality fluctuations in manufacturing not The ROI Inventory Cost Program helps to tools, FMEA analyses, external benchonly cost time, but also money. Even small reduce inventory costs quickly and sustain- marks and tests, we ensure that products
errors in the manufacturing process often ably and to release significant liquid funds are competitive in terms of manufacturing
lead to the rejection of entire components. for strategic and operational initiatives. The and follow-up costs. To directly optimize
But how can quality-relevant disturban- key lies in the combination of a redesign of product costs, we rely on proven levers with
ces in the manufacturing process be iden- supply chain processes, the introduction of potential for rapid cost reduction success,
tified and eliminated? Our Instant I40 digital planning and control methods, im- such as supplier workshops, should costing
approach provides effective instant help proved cooperation with suppliers and the or cross-functional cost-out workshops.
based on Advanced Analytics. Within just anchoring of inventory management excel- The time-to-market can thus be shortened
six weeks, we develop a ready-to-use pre- lence in the management team. The Inven- considerably and material and production
dictive quality data model that sustainably tory Cost Program ensures a noticeable re- costs can be reduced significantly in just a
improves process stability and quality on the duction in inventories in just a few months. few months.
basis of plant, operating and quality data. By A forecast-based inventory cost manage-

THE ROI COST REDUCTION
PROGRAM FOR VOLATILE
INDUSTRIAL MARKETS
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